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When a dynamic and upwardly mobile cloud accounting provider needed to bolster their local presence, engaging and informative copy for 
their new website was a critical piece of the puzzle

Executive summary

To promote Intuit and its flagship package QuickBooks, the secret was to 
highlight its SMB history. The fact that many of its 70+ staff had come from 
the world of start-ups and small, often single-person companies means the 
language, challenges and concerns its customers and users understood was 
ingrained into the culture of the company.

About Intuit Australia

 Intuit products, including our flagship offering QuickBooks Online, are built for small 

business. In fact our sweet spot is startups, a world we know well. We actually consider 

ourselves a 30-year-old startup.

 How? Instead of just lip service about customer focus, we join you on the front lines and 

share the challenges, pitfalls and breakthroughs of start-up, small business culture.

 Many of our Australian staff of more than 70 have owned small businesses (or do still), 

and it gives us a stake in learning as much from you as we want to offer you in return.

 It lets us take what we learn into the labs at our Sydney headquarters and apply it where 

it matters – the products, and makes Intuit’s culture of innovation and experimentation 

unparalleled in the SMB sector. It also means we’re constantly changing and evolving to 

keep up with the breakneck demands you face every day.

Unique toolsets

 Our methods to improve already-great products are unique and effective, like standing 

shoulder to shoulder with you to understand the way you need cloud accounting software to 

work for you.

 Groundbreaking programs like Follow me Home and Follow me to the Office, operated 

out of our three offices in NSW, Queensland and Victoria let us see how things work in the 

real world, and it gives us what we like to think of as deep customer empathy, not just the 

hollow claims of customer focus you hear from most companies.

 It all informs our D4D principle (design for delight), where we don’t only meet your needs 

but deliver the unexpected.

You’re in good company

 Intuit is the number one cloud accounting solution for small businesses and accountants 

worldwide. With 7,000 subscribers in Australia and 739,000 globally we’ve seen a rise of 

43 percent in the first quarter of 2015.

 Last year we polled 134 Australian SMEs who’d never used cloud accounting systems 

and found twice as many preferred Quickbooks Online over our nearest competitor. n
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Brief:

To introduce visitors to Intuit’s Australian website to the cuture of the company 
while connecting it to positive outcomes users and customers could expect 
from using its products.

Deliverable:

Punchy and concise SEO friendly text for static website pages that 
communicates a clear message quickly and informally.
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